GENERAL LAYOUT NOTES:
1. SUPPLY AND EXHAUST HEADERS SHALL BE CLASS 200 PVC PIPE, OF THE SAME DIAMETER AS THE ZONE VALVE SIZE.
2. USE Drip TUBE FOR SUPPLY AND EXHAUST HEADERS ON GRIDS WITH FLOW SMALLER THAN 5 G.P.M. ONLY.

MANUFACTURER NOTES:
1. CONCRETE VALVE BOX SHALL BE PROVIDED BY THE FOLLOWING ACCEPTABLE MANUFACTURERS:
   - OLDCASTLE PRECAST: MODEL #665BOX WITH 665-61D STEEL COVER
   - BROOKS PRODUCTS: MODEL #655 BOX WITH 65-TF STEEL COVER (COMPLETE)
2. RAIN BIRD IRRIGATION EQUIPMENT SHOWN. ALTERNATE MANUFACTURER'S PRODUCTS WILL BE CONSIDERED IF DEEMED EQUIVALENT IN MATERIALS, MANUFACTURING, FUNCTIONALITY, DURABILITY AND WARRANTY.